**Graduate Dissertation/Thesis Committee:**

**Ph.D. Committees:**

1. Mahmoud Ghofrani, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2013 (Advisor: Dr. M. Etezadi)
2. Ivan Gibbs, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2013 (Advisor: Dr. Sergiu Dascalu)
3. Ravi Likhitha, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2013 (Advisor: Dr. Sergiu Dascalu)
4. Qiping Yan, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2013 (Advisor: Drs. Dascalu & Harris)
5. Brad Towle, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Monica Nicolescu)
6. Bingdong Li, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. George Bebis)
7. Zhen Zhang, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Z. Tian)
8. Peifeng Hu, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Z. Tian)
9. Yuan Li, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Bannali Rawat)
10. Sarita Rajewale, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. N. Publicover)
11. Chad Cowles, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Xiaoshan Zhu)
12. Saeed Jafarzadeh, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Sami Fadali)
13. Hongyan Gao, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2011 (Advisor: Dr. Z. Tian)
15. Christopher King, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2011 (Advisor: Dr. M. Nicolescu)
17. Archana Kar, Ph.D. dissertation committee, 2009 (Advisor: Dr. Ravi Subramanian)

**M.S. Committees:**

1. Abbas R. Ardakany, Master thesis committee, 2013 (Advisor: Dr. M. Nicolescu)
2. Hayreddin Ceker, Master thesis committee, 2013 (Advisor: Dr. Mehmet Gunes)
5. Xing Jiao, Master thesis committee, 2013 (Advisor: Dr. Qizhen Li)
6. Grace E. Crosley, Master thesis committee, 2013 (Advisor: Dr. Sergiu Dascalu)
7. Christa Fisher, Master thesis committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Kathleen Schegg)
8. Aarti Dhone, Master thesis committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Sergiu Dascalu)
9. Maryam Jaberi, Master thesis committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. George Bebis)
10. Max Fleming, Master thesis committee, 2012 (Advisor: Dr. Kam K Leang)
11. Isaac Mavis, Master thesis committee, 2011 (Advisor: Dr. Henry Fu)
12. Joel Hubbard, Master thesis committee, 2011 (Advisor: Dr. Kam K Leang)
15. Robby Liebherr, Master thesis committee, 2011 (Advisor: Dr. Xiaoshan Zhu)
16. Crystal Jewett, Master thesis committee, 2011 (Advisor: Dr. Derek Kauneckis)
17. Victor Ivanov, Master thesis committee, 2010 (Advisor: Dr. Sergiu Dascalu)
18. Jigar Patel, Master thesis committee, 2010 (Advisor: Dr. Sergiu Dascalu)
20. Hema Andal, Master thesis committee, 2010 (Advisor: Dr. Mehmet Hadi Gunes)
21. Colin King, Master thesis committee, 2010 (Advisor: Dr. Sergiu Dascalu)

**Faculty Mentor for Honor Undergraduate Students:**

1. Adeline Duong (May 2013)
2. Clifford Uber (May 2013)
3. Dylan Taylor Cockerham (May 2013)
4. Justin Yang (May 2012)
5. Cynthia Hughes (May 2012)
6. Issa Beckun (May 2012)
7. Audrey Sue Cruz (May 2011)
8. Connor McCune (May 2009)

**Faculty Mentor for McNair Scholars:**

1. Umar Ijaz (2011-2012)
2. Zane Ricks (2010-2011)